
Prague Urban Adventures
http://www.pragueurbanadventures.com

Bilateral Meetings

(10:15 - 12:15) Morning session
(13:15 - 15:00) Afternoon session

Description
Here in Prague, our Urban Adventures team is a tight-knit collection of different people who simply want to take to the
streets and show off the city in all its strange and absurd beauty, from the stunning façades to the quirks that make
this city tick. For those travellers and wanderers who look for authenticity, stories, and memories, we offer Prague tours
that dig into the history, culture, and psyche of the city and its inhabitants. Of course, it’s Prague itself that makes our
tours so great, but we can enliven the city by helping you to understand and participate in the local experience, showing
you the oft-missed underbelly of Prague. By acting more as a local friend than a guide, we like to think of ourselves as
self-proclaimed ambassadors of the city, sharing our love of it with you. Follow in our footsteps over the cobbled
streets, taste delicious food and drinks, hear the stories, soak up the surroundings, and be a part of this captivating
city with a deep and incredible history. Discover the city on one of our walking tours of Prague or specialty culture or
food tours with Prague Urban Adventures!
Organization Type
Chamber/Association/Agency
Facebook
http://Prague Urban Adventures
Areas of Activities

Associations, clusters in tourism sector

Travel agencies and tour operators

Offer

Tours with local guides

Here in Prague, our Urban Adventures team is a tight-knit collection of different people who simply want to take to the
streets and show off the city in all its strange and absurd beauty, from the stunning façades to the quirks that make
this city tick.
For those travellers and wanderers who look for authenticity, stories, and memories, we offer Prague tours that dig into
the history, culture, and psyche of the city and its inhabitants. Of course, it’s Prague itself that makes our tours so
great, but we can enliven the city by helping you to understand and participate in the local experience, showing you the
oft-missed underbelly of Prague.

http://www.pragueurbanadventures.com


By acting more as a local friend than a guide, we like to think of ourselves as self-proclaimed ambassadors of the city,
sharing our love of it with you. Follow in our footsteps over the cobbled streets, taste delicious food and drinks, hear
the stories, soak up the surroundings, and be a part of this captivating city with a deep and incredible history. Discover
the city on one of our walking tours of Prague or specialty culture or food tours with Prague Urban Adventures!


